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 I analyze the historical development of the job training programs enacted during the War on

 Poverty. Combining insights from power resource theory, mass turmoil theory, and the pol-

 ity-centered approach, I develop a "state transformation" theory. State transformation the-

 ory moves beyond the traditional focus of social movement theories on how the state shapes
 the outcome of social protest, to consider how social movements affect the process of state
 formation. I outline state transformations that occurred in the context of conflict between
 civil rights activists and organized labor over the definition of economic justice. Evidence
 indicates that deep structural change occurred within the state and suggests that this trans-

 formation was legitimated by ideological claims that redefined democratic rights.

 Recent developments in the analysis of social

 movements have renewed interest among

 sociologists in the political aspects of social move-
 ments. Although theories of social movements

 recognize that social mobilization is part of the

 process of state formation, they focus primarily

 on how the state shapes the outcomes of orga-
 nized protest (McAdam, McCarthy, and Zald

 1988). In these theories, social movements are

 the unit of analysis and the focus is on how state

 action transforms, facilitates, co-opts, or represses
 movement goals (Barkan 1984; Jenkins and Eck-

 ert 1986; Jenkins and Brents 1989). What is rare-
 ly asked is whether social movements also trans-

 form the state, a bias that creates a top down view

 of history, even among researchers most inter-

 ested in the welfare of individuals lacking politi-

 cal or economic power. Because of this bias, the
 analytical tools for a theory of the impact of so-
 cial movements on state formation must be taken

 from other political theories.

 Three theories that focus on state/social move-
 ment interaction are power resource theory, mass

 turmoil theory, and the polity-centered approach.

 * Direct all correspondence to Jill Quadagno, De-

 partment of Sociology, Florida State University, Tal-
 lahassee, FL 32306. This paper was presented at the

 annual meeting of the American Sociological Associ-

 ation, Cincinnati, August, 1991. I appreciate the com-

 ments on an earlier draft by Larry Isaac, Frances Fox

 Piven, Theda Skocpol, Marjorie Abend-Wein, Daniel

 Cornfield, James Max Fendrich, G. William Dom-

 hoff, Brenda Joyner, John Myles and especially Rob-

 ert Alford.

 I integrate key aspects of mass turmoil theory

 and the polity-centered approach with a core ele-
 ment of power resource theory to develop what I
 term "state transformation" theory. From power
 resource theory I adopt the thesis that social move-
 ments can fundamentally transform the state. The
 question from this theoretical perspective is how
 do social movements transform state structures?

 I develop state transformation theory through

 the analysis of the job training programs enacted
 during the War on Poverty. These programs were
 contested during Lyndon Johnson's Great Soci-
 ety - unionized workers in the building trades
 sought to enforce a definition of economic jus-
 tice formed from their struggles with employers,
 while civil rights protesters challenged the ex-

 clusion of black men from these trades. In adju-
 dicating these conflicts, state officials took ac-
 tion that sharpened the contradiction between
 worker rights and civil rights. The ensuing battle
 produced deep structural changes in the state.

 THEORIES OF POLICYMAKING

 Power Resource Theory

 Although power resource theory is not usually
 associated with social movement theories, it also
 considers the possibility of social reform through
 mobilization. Power resource theory stems from
 the premise that in capitalist democracies, eco-
 nomic resources, which form the basis of power,
 are distributed unequally among social classes and
 interest groups. To reduce inequality, the work-
 ing class can mobilize its numerical majority to
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 form political parties, gain institutional power, and
 pressure the state to alter distributional inequali-

 ties. Winning elections is not sufficient, howev-
 er, because to defend citizenship entitlements the
 working class must form a stable and cohesive

 labor movement capable of providing resources

 and serving as a continuing basis of political
 mobilization (Myles 1989). To maximize their
 political strength, wage-earners must also form
 coalitions both within the working class (which
 has internal divisions based on the social organi-

 zation of production) and between classes (Esp-
 ing-Anderson and Friedland 1982). The coalitions
 can then dominate party politics or shift the po-
 litical middle ground to the left (Korpi 1989).

 Although power resource theory envisions a
 state fundamentally transformed by a social
 movement, its vision is limited to one type of
 social movement - organized labor - and one
 outcome - a state that by-passes the market
 (somewhat) in the distribution of wealth. The
 wage relationship is the only source of conflict,
 and organization around this relationship is the
 only source of political power for the oppressed.

 Most empirical research generated by power
 resource theory has focused on the institutional-
 ization of organized labor's demands for a social
 wage (Esping-Anderson 1985; Hicks and Swank

 1984; Kangas 1990). Power resource theorists
 rarely ask if social movements can win democrat-

 ic rights when the struggle concerns issues other
 than class inequality. Power resource theorists
 have also failed to consider whether social move-
 ments can gain institutional power when their pro-
 ponents constitute a political minority and thus
 lack akey power resource, a voting majority. What
 can mobilization alone accomplish? Still, power
 resource theory has contributed a fundamental
 insight to theories of social movements: Social
 movements can transform the state.

 Mass Turmoil Theory

 Power resource theory has been largely ignored
 by theorists of social movements because it is
 biased toward class-based protest. Mass turmoil
 theory, in contrast, incorporates not only work-
 ing-class struggles, but also other forms of social
 unrest (Piven and Cloward 1971). Mass turmoil
 theorists view social movements as unusual
 events that arise during periods of profound so-
 cial dislocation. A central tenet of the theory is
 that the struggles of ordinary people are formed
 by and directed against institutional arrangements.
 Mass turmoil theorists seek to identify the insti-

 tutional arrangements under which social move-
 ments emerge and the specific historical circum-

 stances under which constituencies, strategies, and

 demands are formed (Piven and Cloward 1979).
 Like other theories of social movements, mass

 turmoil theory emphasizes the impact of state

 action on social protest rather than the impact of

 social protest on the state. Political leaders may

 offer concessions, press elites to offer conces-

 sions, or remedy real or symbolic grievances.
 When the state activates powerful institutional

 constraints, the outcome is often the co-optation

 of movement goals (Isaac and Kelly 1981). Al-
 though social movements may have "disruptive

 effects on institutions" that create political rever-

 berations, these disruptions do not transform state

 structures. Rather, to calm unrest, elites merely
 draw on existing weapons:

 In each case, elites responded to discontent by pro-
 posing reforms with which they had experience, and
 which consisted mainly of extending established
 procedures to new groups or to new institutions....
 Driven by turmoil, political leaders proposed re-
 forms that were in a sense prefigured by institution-
 al arrangements that already existed, that were drawn
 from a repertoire provided by existing traditions.
 (Piven and Cloward 1979, p. 33)

 In its classic formulation, mass turmoil theory
 considers the state primarily as a source of insti-
 tutional constraint on movement outcomes. Mass
 turmoil theorists rarely look within the state to
 see whether its response to turmoil also results in
 a significant transformation of existing institu-
 tional arrangements. However, recent studies of
 protest movements suggest that the outcome of
 such struggles may lead to institutional change.
 In analyzing the origins of New Deal agricultural
 policy, for example, Gilbert and Howe (1991)
 noted that "the organizing and protest of south-

 ern tenants played a significant role in bringing
 about the reformist Resettlement Administration"
 (p. 209). Similarly, Congress passed a long-stalled
 fair housing bill following four days of rioting
 prompted by the assassination of Martin Luther
 King (Quadagno forthcoming). Are such state
 responses examples of genuine institutional
 change or simply business as usual?

 Polity-Centered Theory

 The polity-centered approach is inherently dynam-
 ic in recognizing the possibility of transformation
 of both state structures and politically active
 groups. As Weir, Orloff, and Skocpol (1988)
 stated:
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 For states and social structures are themselves trans-
 formed over time. And so are the goals and capac-
 ities of politically active groups, in part because of
 ongoing transformations of political and social struc-
 tures, and in part because of the effects of earlier
 state policies on subsequent political struggles and
 debates. (p. 17)

 The potential for social change, however, lies
 within the state because state transformation is
 shaped by the balance of power internal to the
 state (Hooks 1990; Skocpol and Finegold 1982).
 In emphasizing the autonomy of the state from
 outside influences, polity-centered theorists im-
 ply that the policy agenda is defined by state
 officials, and politics is defined as a struggle over
 institutions and rules of process. The institution-
 al arrangements of the state and political parties
 are important in shaping these struggles, and feed-
 back from existing policies influences the devel-
 opment of subsequent politics (Hooks 1990).
 States are "sites of autonomous action, not re-

 ducible to the demands or preferences of any
 social groups" (Skocpol forthcoming).

 When polity-centered theorists consider the
 interaction between states and social move-
 ments, they consider outcomes other than
 repression or co-optation. The state may promote
 social movements in two ways:

 First, the structure of state political institutions is
 important.... Although movements work outside
 the bounds of institutional politics, the existence of
 such institutions promotes movements rather than
 discourages them. Second, executive bureaucratic
 and policy developments may drive challenges....
 To promote their goals, state actors may selectively
 spur challenges. (Amenta and Zylon 1991, p. 263)

 Although the state may promote social move-
 ments, social movements have no role in the pol-
 icymaking process except as part of "federated"
 interests - coalitions of business, labor, and pro-
 fessional associations - that become partners
 with "nationally focused forces that might want
 to promote, or obstruct, or rework social poli-
 cies" (Weir, Orloff, and Skocpol 1988, p. 23).
 Thus, the polity-centered approach contains a
 largely ad hoc theory of social movements that
 only implicitly suggests a role for organized pro-
 test in state transformation.

 State Transformation Theory

 Although mass turmoil theory and the polity-cen-
 tered approach represent polar opposites in the
 society-state debates, recent research suggests that

 the state and society should be viewed as histor-
 ically varying components of the policymaking
 process. For example, Gilbert and Howe (1991)
 concluded that:

 The Agricultural Adjustment Administration's in-
 stitutional capacity cannot be viewed apart from the
 underlying economic dimensions and historical
 struggles that gave rise to it; nor can the institutions
 and state managers be seen as autonomous from
 those social forces.... Instead of trying to deter-
 mine whether state structures or class forces have
 greater effects, . . . we have shown the dynamic in-
 terplay of state and social factors. (p. 218)

 Similarly, Prechel (1991) contended that "an
 analysis of variation in state autonomy (or a sin-
 gle state agency) requires an examination of the
 state (or agency) in relation to other actors (e.g.,
 class segments) and of the conditions (e.g., de-
 pression, war) that expand or constrain choices"
 (p. 698). Finally, Hooks (1991) agreed that
 "monolithic theories and an obsession with es-
 tablishing the state's autonomy (or lack thereof)
 have hampered our understanding of the state....
 The state's autonomy varies over time and over
 agencies" (p. 690).

 Within a framework of state-society interac-
 tion, how do social movements transform state
 structures? Gale's (1986) study of the environ-
 mental movement suggested several stages in the
 process. In the premovement stage, state agen-
 cies are "captured" by elites, private economic
 interests, and allied trade and professional or-
 ganizations that enjoy comfortable, cooperative,
 client-like relations with the agency. Social pro-
 test puts pressure on the state so that personnel
 selection, agency autonomy, and interagency re-
 lations may all be influenced. New agencies may
 also be created, providing an opportunity for those
 excluded from institutional power to scrutinize
 state activities. A new agency, in turn, may re-
 cruit personnel from movement activists, mak-
 ing them insiders in the state. Equally important,
 a new agency may supervise other agencies, there-
 by reducing the autonomy of older agencies. Thus,
 state transformation may involve the penetration
 of the state by previously excluded and subordi-
 nate groups (Gilbert and Howe 1991), the cre-
 ation of new policies to respond to the demands
 of protesters (Staggenborg 1991), and the cre-
 ation of new agencies to manage these policies
 (Stryker 1989).

 Recognizing that social movements can trans-
 form state structures does not explain how state
 transformation occurs. I argue that transforma-
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 tion occurs in the context of negotiations over

 cultural symbols that legitimate the structural

 change. This argument is based on three testable

 assumptions about culture: (1) Culture refers to
 the web of significance and meaning that hu-

 mans produce and the process of creating culture

 can evoke political struggle (Denzin 1991; Lam-

 ont and Wuthnow 1990). Thus, power relations

 are mediated through cultural production. (2)

 Culture becomes a guide for social action during

 "unsettled" periods when ideology plays an im-

 portant role in shaping action (Swidler 1986; Kane
 1991). (3) Ideology as a cultural symbol is of-

 fered by social movements as "a highly articulat-
 ed, self-conscious belief and ritual system, aspir-
 ing to offer a unified answer to problems of so-

 cial action" (Swidler 1986, p. 279). Empirically,
 these three assumptions suggest that we should
 test whether cultural symbols are used by social
 protesters to validate their claims, whether cul-
 tural symbols become part of the framework for
 delineating the parameters of the political strug-
 gle, and whether ideology offers a unified belief
 system to resolve problems of social action.

 Integral to state transformation theory is a dia-

 lectical model that stresses three methodological

 properties of historical analysis. In combination,
 these three methodological elements of histori-
 cal analysis highlight the importance of narrative
 for establishing sequences of contingent actions
 that indicate theoretical relationships between
 social processes (Quadagno and Knapp 1992).
 The first element is an "evenemental" concep-
 tion of "temporality" that recognizes "the power
 of events in history." I borrow the term "evene-
 mental temporality" from Sewell (1991) who

 defined events as a rare subclass of happen-
 ings that significantly transform structures:

 "An evenemental conception of temporality,

 hence, is one that takes into account the trans-

 formation of structures by events" (p. 31).

 The second methodological element expands

 Sewell's term to include the transformation of both
 structure and culture (Abbott 1988; Aminzade
 1990). Rather than presuming uniformity through
 time, the idea of categorical transformation man-
 dates that the "categories that shape and constrain
 human action are themselves altered" (Sewell
 1991, p. 32). The importance of transformation
 can be understood by posing its opposite, the pre-
 sumption of historical continuity. A preoccupa-
 tion with the continuity between past and present

 the sense of history as a "continual unfolding
 of the same underlying commonality" - misrep-
 resents historical processes by homogenizing "the

 difference between 'then and there' and 'here and
 now"' (Isaac and Griffin 1989, p. 876). The con-

 cept of transformation is also inherently dialecti-

 cal rather than linear. It assumes that contradic-

 tion is a property of the system: "When the condi-

 tions required by a system at the same time under-

 mine that system and lead to its transformation,

 then a contradiction exists" (Alford and Fried-

 land 1985, p. 433).

 The third methodological element of histori-

 cal analysis borrows from Abbott (1991) the con-
 cept of contingency, defined as a process in which
 "complex interdependencies shape the particular

 pathway a process follows ... the determining
 force of a property or variable is not constant,

 but contingent on the entire situation at a given

 time" (p. 22). Because actors have various op-
 tions regarding which position to pursue, no sin-
 gle option is predetermined. At critical conjunc-
 tures, however, the choice of one option closes

 off others.

 THE ORIGINS OF JOB TRAINING

 On August 24, 1964, President Lyndon Johnson
 signed into law the Economic Opportunity Act
 - the keystone of his War on Poverty. In its first
 phases, community action programs were most
 closely identified with the War on Poverty, but
 the Act also included several training programs
 aimed at the poor: The Job Corps, the Neighbor-
 hood Youth Corps, Jobs in the Business Sector,

 and WIN all sought to make the poor more em-
 ployable.

 Federal job training programs originated dur-

 ing the Depression, but faded as a national prior-

 ity when war mobilization ended the labor sur-
 plus. They reappeared in 1962 when Congress
 passed the Manpower Development and Train-
 ing Act (MDTA), which provided classroom
 training in selected occupations and living al-
 lowances for trainees. Initially, federal training

 efforts concentrated on educated, skilled men -
 "unemployed family heads with strong labor force
 attachment." These preferences reflected the pre-
 vailing belief that automation caused unemploy-
 ment. In the early 1960s, however, unemploy-
 ment was low, and few skilled workers needed
 retraining. Instead, MDTA turned to youth, who
 had twice the unemployment rate of adults. As
 literacy and basic work skills were added to the
 program, its clientele became young, less edu-
 cated black males (Harlan and Steinberg 1989).

 At first the War on Poverty focused on com-
 munity action, a new and seemingly innovative
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 approach to ending poverty. But in the summer

 of 1965, Watts, a poor, black neighborhood in
 Los Angeles, erupted in violence. Shortly after

 the Watts riot, President Johnson redirected the

 War on Poverty from community action to jobs:

 Between 1964 and 1970, federal expenditures on

 training increased from $200 million to $1.4 bil-

 lion. Attorney General Ramsey Clark (1978) ex-

 plained how the riot altered the view of the gov-

 ernment's responsibility and the policymaker's

 sense of what the crucial issues were:

 Back into the summer of '64 ... we were so con-

 sumed with the South and there was so much to be

 done there.... And when we thought of the North,

 we didn't think of civil rights then really.... It was

 August 11, 1965, before we - that was the begin-
 ning of Watts - really focused on the problem of

 the riot in the big cities.... But we saw from Watts
 very clearly employment as a major element. The

 people said, "Jobs first. Give us jobs, and the rest
 will take care of itself." (p. 22)

 The job initiative linked job training to race in

 two ways. First, job training programs became
 race-specific. Poor whites were not excluded (in

 fact, program officials worried about how to main-
 tain a racial balance), but recruitment of trainees
 took place primarily in urban ghettos and the
 programs increasingly emphasized skills that fed-
 eral officials believed black men needed to com-

 pete in the job market. In some Jobs Corps camps,
 for example, over 70 percent of corpsmen were
 black; in the JOBS program, nearly three-fourths
 of the trainees were black males (NA, RG 174,
 Box 6, Feb. 1970).1 Second, job training pro-
 grams became the vehicle for implementing equal
 employment opportunity as federal officials used
 the programs to integrate the skilled trades.

 As an event that shaped subsequent social pol-
 icy decisions, the Watts riot, which forced feder-
 al officials to rethink their priorities, illustrates
 the necessity of combining state and societal fac-
 tors in a dialectical analysis. Mass turmoil de-
 fined the agenda in the sense that federal funds
 shifted from community action to employment,
 but the idea that job training programs could solve
 the employment problems of black Americans in
 the cities originated in the state bureaucracy. An
 analytic focus that sees mass turmoil theory and

 I Full archival information for each citation from
 the National Archives is listed under "Archival Sourc-
 es" in the reference list. In the text, "NA" refers to
 National Archives and "RG" is the Record Group.
 Dates are cited when available.

 the polity-centered approach in terms of compet-
 ing variables misses the most important aspect of
 a historical event, the relationship between social

 protest and the policy response.

 THE STATE, THE PARTY, AND THE

 UNIONS

 Before making further claims about the relation-

 ship between the state and social movements, the
 "state" must be defined. Organizationally, the
 state includes its permanent functions and organ-
 izations: its coercive functions, centered in the
 military; its governing functions, centered in the

 executive, courts, and legislative branches; and
 its bureaucracies, which manage resources, per-

 sonnel, and programs. Although in a narrow
 sense, the state means government, beyond the
 visible legal structures, government decision

 making, and political behavior, the state "is not
 merely the specific regime in power at any one
 moment - the governing coalition of political
 leaders - but also the basis for a regime's au-

 thority, legality, and claim for popular support"
 (Alford and Friedland 1985, p. 6). It is in this lat-

 ter sense that debates about cultural symbols may
 arise.

 In the early 1960s, the state's claim to authori-
 ty, lodged in a regime dominated by the Demo-
 cratic party, was in transition. Organized labor's
 link to the Democratic party was closer than at
 any time in history, and the party depended on
 the union vote. The revival of close, two-party
 competition meant that the major parties were in
 balance only as long as labor remained firmly in
 the Democratic camp. If labor held back, the bal-
 ance would tip toward the Republicans. But in
 the 1960 presidential election, the black vote had
 emerged as a deciding factor. The electoral im-
 portance of black voters meant that the Demo-
 cratic party's claim to authority and legality also
 rested on recognizing that black men and women
 had a right to the basic perquisites of a democrat-
 ic society.

 While organized labor enthusiastically em-
 braced the government's call for an all-out
 war against poverty, the civil rights movement
 pointed out that the unions were not merely eye-
 witnesses to racial injustice, but actively fostered
 it. As the conflict between the unions and the
 civil rights movement intensified, each sought
 dominance for their vision of economic justice.
 For unionized workers in the skilled trades, eco-
 nomic justice meant the right to protect wages
 and to seek fair treatment in the workplace. For
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 the civil rights movement, economic justice meant

 access to jobs. These competing claims, which

 challenged the Democratic party's basis of au-

 thority, became the focus of a political struggle

 between organized labor and the civil rights
 movement.

 Supporting Labor's Definition of Democracy

 The United States is not a social democratic state.
 Yet in the 1960s, organized labor had institution-
 al power through its link to the Democratic par-
 ty, which supported labor's efforts to equalize
 power relations with employers. Federal officials
 allowed unions to fashion job training programs
 that protected the wages of workers and their right
 to be represented by a labor union. In the Job
 Corps, the Office of Economic Opportunity heed-
 ed the local unions' requests that "training be re-
 alistic and for jobs in demand" and that new Jobs
 Corps centers operate only through a unionized
 employer. In the adult work-experience programs,
 the Department of Labor met organized labor's

 demand that each trainee receive at least $1.25
 an hour and that trainees not displace regular
 workers (NA, RG 381, Box 802, n.d.a).

 By granting unions veto power over details of
 job training programs, the federal government
 had to confront touchy issues of labor-employer

 relations. For example, strikes at four Job Corps

 centers focused on the right to organize (NA, RG
 381, Box 802, 7 July 1966). The Office of Eco-
 nomic Opportunity (OEO), which ran the Job

 Corps, was forced to decide how it would handle
 union-employer conflicts. Because no single fed-
 eral policy governed employer-employee rela-
 tions, OEO was forced to develop its own. Some
 federal agencies were pro-labor, others were neu-
 tral or even antagonistic. The Department of De-
 fense considered labor relations irrelevant in de-
 ciding who received defense contracts, whereas
 the Atomic Energy Commission actively moni-
 tored labor relations policies and insisted that
 agreements favor trade unions (NA, RG 381, Box
 802, 7 July 1966, p. 5).

 Over the heated objections of Jobs Corps con-
 tractors, OEO took a strong pro-union stance,
 affirming "the right of employees in the Job Corps
 program to organize and to bargain collective-
 ly." Exceeding the requirements of the National
 Labor Relations Act, which only required em-
 ployers to deal with a union supported by the
 majority of employees in the bargaining unit,
 OEO asked Job Corps contractors to abandon
 their "traditional... refusal to deal with repre-

 sentatives of organized labor except when abso-
 lutely required by the National Labor Relations

 Act" and to follow the spirit as well as the letter

 of the Act. OEO policy meant "giving labor rep-

 resentatives reasonable access to employees, per-

 mitting the union to post its meeting notices on
 center bulletin boards and making meeting facil-
 ities available at the center during non-duty
 hours." OEO also prohibited contractors from

 obstructing unions from organizing and it forced
 employers "to coordinate the development of on-
 the-job training programs with concerned labor
 unions" (NA, RG 381, Box 802, n.d.b).

 Initially, then, it seemed that the Democrats

 had successfully developed programs attrac-

 tive to its union constituency: Organized labor
 could demonstrate its commitment to a social
 cause while increasing its influence within the
 state. The original thrust of the job training
 programs enhanced the institutional power of
 the trade unions and helped shift policies in a
 pro-labor direction.

 Protecting the Privileges of Craft Unions

 Trade unions usually exhibit internal political di-
 versity. In any union that is not completely re-
 pressive, liberal/left factions exist that confront
 racist policies, organize workers at the bottom of
 the labor market, and take political positions at
 odds with the center stance. When these internal
 factions face each other, considerable pressure
 exists to appear undivided when confronting an
 enemy: the employer or the state. These factions
 may develop around a number of divisions, but
 the most important historically has been the work-
 er's location in the organization of production -
 the mass-production workers versus skilled craft
 workers (Piore and Sabel 1984).

 Because the unemployed pose a constant threat
 to wages and job security, mass production work-
 ers have a vested interest in organizing the entire
 labor force and promoting policies that reinforce
 worker solidarity (Piore and Sabel 1984). In mass-
 production industries like auto manufacturing in
 which training requirements are minimal and
 workers have little discretion in organizing the
 flow of production, anti-poverty programs posed
 no threat. In fact, these programs enhanced the
 workers' political position. As a result, unions
 like the United Auto Workers, which was domi-
 nated by mass-production workers, participated
 enthusiastically in the War on Poverty.

 In the skilled crafts, by contrast, workers rely
 on apprenticeship programs to control entry to
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 the trade and maintain a tight labor supply. "Lim-
 itations of the number of apprentices and of what

 is taught to outsiders is the craft community's

 best long-term defense against scarcity of work
 ... and also facilitates the craft's control over

 wages" (Piore and Sabel (1984, p. 116). In peri-
 ods of prosperity, a shortage of skilled labor en-
 hances the bargaining power of workers; in slack

 periods workers divide the available jobs among
 their members with less loss of employment. The
 skilled craft unions seek to restrict membership
 because controlling the supply of labor enables
 them to maintain wage rates,

 The federal government's job training pro-
 grams had little impact on mass-production
 industries, but they threatened the privileges
 that skilled workers valued most. These pro-
 grams increased the pool of skilled labor as young

 black men received training in construction skills,
 printing, welding, and other skilled trades; they
 also threatened what skilled workers regarded as
 a fundamental perquisite of democratic gover-
 nance: the right to run training programs and to

 select their own members.
 In 1964 there were only 160,000 registered

 apprentices. These were concentrated in
 three industries - construction, metal trades, and
 printing - with the majority (103,000) in con-

 struction. The 3.5 million member Building and
 Construction Trades Department formed the most
 powerful bloc in the AFL-CIO (Davis 1986). The
 power of the building trades unions came not
 only from their size but also from their monopo-
 ly on craft labor. Job security was guaranteed by

 a hiring hall system in which employers came
 with requests for workers and union officials as-
 signed craftsmen to particular jobs. The hiring
 hall guaranteed employers a secure labor supply
 and ensured that available work was rationed
 equally among union members (Piore and Sabel
 1984). Admission to the union was controlled by
 the feeder apprenticeship programs, "a bottle-
 neck of entry that was guild-like in its design and
 in its role as jealous guardian of the craft" (Gra-
 ham 1990, p. 280).

 The first battle between the skilled trades unions
 and the federal government was waged over
 MDTA, and the unions prevailed. MDTA re-
 quired the Secretary of Labor to assess what skills
 the economy needed and to develop policies for
 equipping the nation's workers with them. When
 unions in the threatened industries refused to par-
 ticipate in MDTA, the Department of Labor re-
 lented. Unwilling to challenge this powerful'ally,
 federal officials decided to use MDTA to estab-

 lish apprenticeships in nonunionized occupations
 only. They also agreed to approve no training
 projects without first consulting the unions. By
 creating training programs that did not compete

 with union apprenticeships and by allowing
 unions some veto power over projects, the De-
 partment of Labor hoped to placate workers in
 the skilled trades (NA, RG 174, Box 144, 1 Apr.
 1964).

 The job training programs of the War on
 Poverty operated outside of the union appren-
 ticeship system, and from the outset the pro-
 grams alienated skilled workers. OEO offi-
 cials enthusiastically endorsed a Job Corps
 training program for floor mechanics run by
 the Armstrong Cork Company, believing it
 would provide trainees with "an excellent
 opportunity for steady, year-round, well-paid
 employment on an entry level basis." Although
 the program promised to open the skilled trades
 to poor youth, union concerns took priority. OEO
 officials hesitated to challenge the unions direct-
 ly: "Should the unions still oppose the program
 after knowing all the details, then the Jobs Corps
 must decide whether to go ahead or not" (NA,
 RG 381, Box 802,4 Apr. 1966). And the unions
 opposed it. The Carpenters and Painters Interna-
 tionals protested that there was no shortage of
 skilled labor in these areas, that the proposed
 program did not meet the standards of ongoing
 labor-run apprenticeship programs, and that "the
 injection of poorly trained workers into the con-
 templated field (would) destroy training stan-
 dards, wages and working conditions" (NA, RG
 381, Box 802, 16 Mar. 1966). To gain labor's
 support, OEO persuaded Armstrong Cork to al-
 low the unions to run their training program.

 In the skilled trades, state threats to cherished
 union prerogatives was not the sole issue. The
 right to select members was not only a principle
 that sustained unions in their dealings with em-
 ployers, it was also a mechanism for excluding
 black men from the building trades. All skilled
 craft unions excluded blacks to some extent, but
 the building trades unions had the worst record
 - less than 1 percent of the membership was
 black in.1960 (Marshall 1967).

 Skilled trade unionism contained an inherent
 contradiction in regard to possibilities for orga-
 nizing the entire labor force, an outcome that
 would have strengthened the entire union move-
 ment. Work rules that protected trade unionists
 in battles with employers were also used for an
 antidemocratic purpose - the exclusion of mi-
 norities. The possibility of antidemocratic action
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 by unions is never confronted by power resource
 theory. A coalition between organized labor and

 the civil rights movement would have been a

 potent political force. Instead racial discrimina-
 tion within the skilled crafts made enemies of
 those who might have protected union autonomy
 from the onslaught that was to come during the
 Nixon administration.

 DEMANDING ECONOMIC JUSTICE

 For years, civil rights activists had accumu-
 lated grievances against the building trades

 unions for denying black men the opportunity
 to learn and practice a trade. In 1958, the
 NAACP released a report charging the rail-
 road and construction industries with racial
 discrimination and criticizing the AFL-CIO's
 Civil Rights Committee for being more con-
 cerned with creating a liberal image than with
 pursuing discrimination within its own ranks.
 In 1960, black trade union leaders formed the
 Negro American Labor Council to increase
 the influence of blacks in the union movement
 and to provide a public forum for their griev-
 ances. In his keynote address at the Coun-
 cil's second annual convention, its president,
 A. Philip Randolph, attacked the AFL-CIO
 leadership for ignoring union racism and
 blamed the unions for generating black pov-
 erty. Randolph singled out the construction
 unions for denying black men apprenticeships
 (Foner 1982).

 In pursuing the war against the unions, civil
 rights leaders sought both ideological and
 structural change. Ideologically, they subor-
 dinated concerns about union rights to demo-
 cratic governance to demands from black
 men for economic justice. Structurally, they
 sought fundamental change in union practices.

 Setting the State's Agenda

 In 1961, President John Kennedy issued an Ex-
 ecutive Order requiring unions engaged in
 work under government contract to take af-
 firmative action to eliminate discrimination.
 The order also created a Committee on Equal
 Employment Opportunity (CEEO) to enforce it.
 Although the CEEO had no power to deal direct-
 ly with labor unions, it could hold hearings and
 recommend remedial action. Ninety percent of
 AFL-CIO members signed voluntary pledges to
 comply with the order, but the building trades
 unions refused (Marshall 1 965).

 There was an outburst of violence in Philadel-

 phia in June 1963 over efforts to integrate the

 city's construction unions. Following this out-
 burst, Kennedy issued a second Executive Order

 prohibiting racial discrimination by federal con-

 tractors (Graham 1990). Because federal con-
 tracts were a large and lucrative share of jobs in

 the construction industry, this order gave the state
 greater leverage over the unions. Civil rights lead-

 ers immediately seized the opportunity present-
 ed by the Executive Order and began organizing
 protests at federal job sites where discrimination

 was highly visible (Marshall 1965, p. 179). Was

 it justice, they asked, for some taxpayers to be

 denied the right to jobs created in part by their

 tax contributions?
 These events again illustrate the value of a di-

 alectical analysis that envisions state and societal
 factors as interactive, not competitive. In one sense,

 the two Executive Orders were merely a form of

 "symbolic politics" designed to co-opt movement

 activism, since neither order initiated substantial,
 tangible action against discrimination. In another
 sense, however, the state's response to protest
 created a new "political opportunity" by legiti-
 mating federal construction sites as an arena for
 protest. The fact that the evidence supports as-

 pects of both mass turmoil theory and the polity-
 centered approach suggests that the analytic issue
 is not to demonstrate which theory is correct, but
 to elucidate the sequence in which both theories
 may be operating simultaneously.

 As civil rights demonstrators increased pres-
 sure on the unions, federal authorities increas-
 ingly began to fear that the union's refusal to
 admit blacks could trigger rioting. A task force
 of mayors from large cities, meeting to consider
 how to reduce racial tensions, blamed the con-

 struction unions for creating a climate that in-
 creased the likelihood of a riot (NA, RG 381,
 Box 780,28 Apr. 1965). The NAACP concurred

 but held the government equally responsible: "We
 maintain that the government's continuing fail-
 ure to take adequate steps on a national basis to
 insure equal job opportunities for Negroes in fed-
 erally aided construction has materially contrib-
 uted to high rates of Negro unemployment and
 consequent demoralization and unrest in Negro
 communities throughout the nation" (NA, RG
 174, Box 38, 1967).

 Promises of change from the unions now came

 fast. In 1963, more than 300 union leaders signed
 an antidiscrimination pledge, and the presidents
 of 18 building trades unions agreed to eliminate
 discrimination in apprenticeship training, mem-
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 bership, and referrals. But making promises was
 easier than keeping them, and when Vice Presi-
 dent Johnson met with the leaders of 40 building
 trades unions, he came away convinced that "no-
 body can move these people. They simply don't
 mean to do it" (Foner 1982, p. 348).

 This historical sequence highlights the value

 of a dialectical model and illustrates the need for
 pursuing a narrative beyond a single event. The
 state responded to an agenda set by the civil rights
 movement (access to jobs); the movement in turn
 selected tactics (demonstrations at federal build-
 ing sites) and developed an ideology (equal ac-
 cess to employment opportunity) that state ac-
 tion had opened to it.

 Challenging the Structure of Craft Unionism

 Civil rights activists not only challenged what they
 defined as the core issue - union racism -but
 also sought deep structural change in union prac-
 tices. Civil rights leaders demanded that unions
 halt secret admission exams and verbally-admin-
 istered tests, delete grandfather clauses that gave
 applicants whose fathers were journeymen con-
 struction workers a 10-point bonus on exams, and
 eliminate nepotism rules. Trade unionists, in turn,
 drew on ideological claims to defend these prac-
 tices.

 Of all the tactics that excluded black men from
 apprenticeships, nepotism was the most effec-
 tive and most fiercely guarded. For skilled craft
 workers, nepotism was the property right of the
 working class. Among Philadelphia plumbers,
 for example, 40 percent of apprentices were sons
 of members (NA, RG 174, Box 235,7 Apr. 1966).
 As one construction worker plaintively explained:

 Some men leave their sons money, some large in-
 vestments, some business connections, and some a
 profession. I have none of these to bequeath to my
 sons. I have only one worthwhile thing to give: my
 trade.... For this simple father's wish it is said that
 I discriminate against Negroes. Don't all of us dis-
 criminate? Which of us when it comes to choice
 will not choose a son over all others? (Wolkinson
 1973, p. 13)

 In defending nepotism, craft workers invoked
 an ideological claim that freedom to choose was
 a democratic right. As Peter Scheomann, nation-
 al president of the powerful Plumbers and Pipe-
 fitters Unions, claimed:

 Sponsorship and favoritism are phenomena of
 American political and business life. Indeed, one

 may wonder whether they are not necessarily inher-

 ent in a free and democratic society, in which men
 derive much of their motivation from a desire to

 accomplish something for their families and friends,
 and where they have free choice of selection of peo-
 ple, in government or private enterprise. (Marshall
 1967, pp. 234-35)

 The NAACP urged the AFL-CIO to outlaw

 nepotism in all construction unions. Although the
 AFL-CIO ignored the request, in 1963 the New
 York State Supreme Court ruled against the Sheet
 Metal Workers Unions, forcing them to abandon
 nepotism (Foner 1982). Trade unionists felt that
 union prerogatives were under attack from all di-
 rections; their most cherished privileges were
 gradually and insidiously being eroded.

 Other battles were not won so easily. In No-
 vember 1964, the NAACP asked the government
 to cease construction on a federal office building

 in Cleveland, Ohio because of discrimination in
 apprenticeship and hiring hall practices. Of 7,000
 construction union members in Cleveland in
 1964, only 13 were black (NA, RG 174, Box
 235, 13 Apr. 1965). Although the Department of
 Labor forced the unions to disclose their plan for
 apprenticeship selection, the final plan involved
 a personal interview that made up one-fourth of
 the total score. Items such as physical health,
 appearance, neatness, interest, attitude, and suit-
 ability were left to the discretion of the inter-
 viewer.

 ESTABLISHING MECHANISMS OF
 INTERVENTION

 Seeking Compliance

 When Lyndon Johnson became President, he
 immediately addressed the apprenticeship issue.
 In February 1964 he asked the Construction In-
 dustry Joint Conference to devise a program to
 provide at least 5,000 apprenticeships for disad-
 vantaged youths. By funding a program that was
 "union-initiated, union-sponsored, and union-
 conducted," Johnson hoped the "unions might well
 think a long time before refusing this chance to
 cooperate" (NA, RG 174, Box 144,4 Feb. 1964).
 The unions agreed to participate in the experi-
 ment, which offered remedial education and close-
 ly supervised on-the-job experience. The program
 also reimbursed contractors for 20 percent of
 wages through MDTA funds. All who completed
 the program - and 70 percent of the first group
 of trainees were black - were guaranteed a union
 card and entry into an apprenticeship.
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 The Johnson administration was aware of the

 dilemma of trying to satisfy two constituencies

 that had competing objectives. The program seem-

 ingly offered the Department of Labor an alterna-

 tive to forcing the unions to comply with the Ex-

 ecutive Order while placating the civil rights

 movement. Secretary of Labor Willard Wirtz
 praised the program as a "model of what can be

 done to break this cycle of employability." The
 program would preserve apprenticeship standards

 while "opening the doors to new opportunities for

 youngsters who otherwise would be facing the
 blind alley of the unskilled" (NA, RG 174, Box
 144, 17 Feb. 1964). As Wirtz declared:

 I suggest no slacking in our enforcement of 64-7 but
 believe that a program such as this might provide a
 very attractive alternate compliance route to many

 program sponsors.... It should have tremendous
 impact on those civil rights leaders who are disillu-

 sioned with pledges and distrustful of procedures,
 and who will not be satisfied until there are actual
 placements.... It will also permit the President and
 the construction industry to show that results can be
 obtained without demonstrations. (NA, RG 174, Box
 144, 17 Feb. 1964)

 Although some union locals objected that the pro-

 grams competed with bona fide apprenticeship
 training and subsidized nonunion competition for
 the jobs of union men, federal officials believed
 "there is now generally a warmer climate toward
 MDTA programs than there was last year among
 apprenticeable trades" (NA, RG 174, Box 144,
 1964).

 The warm climate quickly turned chilly when
 Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 put

 additional weight behind the federal government's
 right to intervene in union affairs. Title VII banned
 discrimination in employment on the basis of
 race, religion, national origin, or sex by private
 employers with 15 or more employees, employ-
 ment agencies, and local, state, and federal gov-
 ernments (Burstein 1985). A clause directed at
 unions prohibited discrimination in membership,
 in admissions to apprenticeship programs, and
 job referrals (Meranze 1965). As the noose tight-
 ened around the neck of the building trades, la-
 bor organizations protested that Title VII "will
 allow a new federal bureaucracy to run roughs-
 hod over business and labor" (NA, RG 174, Box
 144, 25 May 1964). Trade unionists' fears of
 federal intervention were realistic, for Title VII
 created weapons that later would become a pow-
 erful anti-union force.

 At first the unions easily by-passed Title VII,
 aided by their leverage in the Department of La-

 bor. The Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training
 (BAT), located in the Department of Labor, had

 primary responsibility for establishing appren-

 ticeship and training standards. Staffed primarily
 by former trade unionists, BAT persistently

 dragged its heels in making unions comply. BAT
 ignored most complaints filed against unions and

 took no action when it did investigate. Three years
 after passage of Title VII, BAT was still compil-
 ing a list of programs that had been warned. Fur-

 ther, those listed as complying merely had to

 supply a statement of intent (NA, RG 174, Box
 38, n.d.).

 State capacity is acquired through a process of
 "institution building," which refers to links with
 other government organizations (Skocpol and
 Finegold 1982). Yet the Department of Labor's

 "capacity" to drag its heels over the race issue
 was based on its ties to organized labor. All im-
 portant BAT officials were former trade union-
 ists, and BAT was run like a union department.

 Thus, the state was not independent of external
 forces - it was governed by them. It appears
 that state capacity is greatest when the state is
 backed by powerful interest groups.

 A second anti-union weapon was a 1964 rul-
 ing by the National Labor Relations Board
 (NLRB) that discrimination by labor unions
 constituted an unfair labor practice. Unions that
 discriminated risked being decertified, and de-
 certification could threaten the apprentice pro-
 grams of at least 200 unions that relied heavily
 on federal funds. But the ruling had little impact
 on the building trades unions, which seldom de-
 pended on NLRB services and often did not file
 for certification under the Taft-Hartley law (Fon-
 er 1982). For unions like the Plumbers Union,
 decertification merely meant losing the right to
 use apprentices on federal jobs.

 A year after passage of the Civil Rights Act of
 1964, little progress had been made. Loopholes

 in the regulations enabled an apprenticeship pro-
 gram to comply with federal standards but still
 bar blacks from membership. As pressure to in-
 tegrate increased, unions increased their use of
 tests, oral interviews, and education standards to
 exclude blacks under the guise of maintaining
 standards (Marshall and Briggs 1967).

 In 1965, the Department of Labor contracted
 with Professor Ray Marshall to study opportuni-
 ties for blacks in the building trades. Marshall's
 1967 report documented the failure of the build-
 ing trades to admit blacks despite all federal ef-

 forts and union promises. In fact, by 1967 the
 Department of Labor had yet to withdraw a con-
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 tract for noncompliance. Following Marshall's
 report, the Department of Labor pushed BAT to
 take a harder line on programs that discriminat-
 ed. It also made a special effort to increase par-
 ticipation of blacks in construction. A landmark
 court decision in Ohio lent weight to these ef-
 forts, specifying that the Department of Labor
 had to withdraw contracts in which blacks were
 not afforded equal opportunity for employment
 as journeymen and apprentices.

 Pursuing Affirmative Action

 In 1968, the Department of Labor began re-
 quiring contractors to take "affirmative ac-
 tion" before receiving a federal contract. The
 affirmative action regulations required a con-
 tractor to prove that there would be minority
 representation in all trades on the job and in
 all phases of the work. Although the regula-
 tions did not establish quotas, they stated that
 hiring had to be related to the supply of minor-
 ity workers in the area. Still, unions could get
 around the rules by issuing work permits to mi-
 norities without making them union members.

 Under the new regulations, the Equal Employ-
 ment Opportunities Commission (EEOC) could
 now require all unions to report on their compli-
 ance with affirmative action. If the EEOC de-
 cided the union was discriminating, it could re-
 fer the case to the Attorney General to bring a
 civil suit against the offender. Although the pro-
 cess was time-consuming, the Justice Department
 was more willing than the Department of Labor
 to pursue such suits and press for quotas in hir-
 ing (NA, RG 174, Box 35, 1968, p. 7). While
 the Department of Labor had allowed unions to
 select the most qualified applicants as appren-
 tices, the Justice Department insisted they ac-
 cept for apprenticeship any minority who pos-
 sessed qualifications equal to or higher than those
 of the least qualified white applicant. In court
 challenges to union noncompliance, the Justice
 Department won recognition of affirmative ac-
 tion principles. Affirmative action and quotas
 thus became vehicles for pressuring resistant
 unions to allow blacks a fair chance to obtain
 jobs in the skilled trades.

 As the civil rights movement pressured the
 state, it found greater support from some gov-
 ernment agencies than others. The EEOC
 had a mandate to respond to these demands yet
 had little real power to do so. The real balance of
 power lay between the Department of Labor and
 the Department of Justice. The Justice Depart-

 ment had a greater capacity to tackle these issues
 because of its autonomy from union influence,
 whereas an important bureau of the Department
 of Labor was union-controlled and worked against
 initiatives from above.

 As the state responded to demands from
 the civil rights movement for jobs in the build-
 ing trades, the state was transformed in cru-
 cial ways: BAT, the union-controlled bureau
 in the Department of Labor, lost clout; the
 Department of Labor and the Department of
 Justice gained new weapons to pursue anti-
 discrimination policies; a new commission
 devoted to enforcing the law was created;
 and a new affirmative action program was
 adopted. At the beginning of the decade, the
 state had virtually no power over internal
 union politics; at the decade's close, the state
 could dig deeply into the core prerogatives of
 unions. This transformation represented a
 potential gain for the civil rights movement and a
 potential loss for trade unions.

 The evolution of the concept of economic jus-
 tice to mean affirmative action, a concept that
 validated civil rights objectives at the expense of
 union privileges, suggests that the cultural sym-
 bols articulated by social movements do not orig-
 inate as "highly articulated" belief systems, but
 rather evolve through a dialectical interaction be-
 tween the state and social movements. Initially,
 economic justice was defined broadly and flexi-
 bly, but as the federal government narrowed the
 range of options to a focus on affirmative action,
 the civil rights movement responded by empha-
 sizing equal access to employment opportunities.
 Thus, through state/social movement interaction,
 what began as a range of positions toward labor
 market issues became a coherent ideology cen-
 tered around a single objective.

 ERASING THE SOCIAL DEMOCRATIC
 VISION

 Power resource theorists argue that the coalitions
 formed by wage-earners within and between
 classes are the key to political success in the state.
 In the United States, however, the race barrier
 transcended class. As the civil rights movement
 targeted one segment of the organized working
 class (the skilled trades), its actions unleashed
 perennial conflicts between the two segments of
 organized labor. This confrontation spurred intr-
 aclass conflict and became one more factor in the
 growing split within the American labor move-
 ment.
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 The building trades unions believed they were
 the scapegoats of the civil rights movement -
 they were taking a "bum rap because of public
 concern over bigotry." Attacks on their appren-

 ticeship programs were motivated not by a moral
 cause but by an attempt to use "apprenticeship
 ... to absorb the displaced persons, particularly
 youth, of an historic social crisis" (NA, RG 174,
 Box 2,18 Apr. 1969). Yet the building trades were
 an embarrassment to the national labor movement,
 mocking its public commitment to civil rights and
 equal employment opportunity. The issue of dis-
 crimination in the skilled trades also highlighted
 a wider concern of organized labor: The exclu-
 sion of low-wage workers, especially black work-
 ers, was eroding the vitality of the labor move-
 ment. As one OEO staff member noted:

 The manifestation of the change which seems to
 me to be most profound took the form of frank
 recognition by the union leaders (in private discus-
 sions) that subtle bars have heretofore limited the
 opportunities of ethnic minorities to participate wide-
 ly in union activities, i.e., to get jobs. But just as
 profound and perhaps more significant, is the union
 leaders' recognition that the ebb of history is flow-
 ing against the role of the labor movement, and the
 further recognition that the incorporation of the so-
 called hard-core unemployed into the labor move-
 ment may be the only remedy which will stem the
 gradual loss of inertia in the trade union movement.
 (NA, RG 174, Box 6, 17 Apr. 1969)

 Acceptance of the idea that union discrimina-
 tion was harming the cause varied among fac-
 tions within the union movement. In Philadel-
 phia, where the building trades locals still re-
 fused to admit blacks, the AFL and CIO split into
 warring camps with the CIO unions advocating a
 more aggressive nondiscrimination policy and
 the AFL affiliates holding back (Marshall and
 Briggs 1967).

 Walter Reuther, President of the United Auto
 Workers (UAW), a man deeply committed to
 civil rights and to organizing the unorganized,
 represented the views of mass-production work-
 ers. The skilled worker's spokesman was the more
 conservative George Meany, a former plumber
 who envisioned a narrow role for trade unionism
 and who ruled the AFL-CIO with an iron hand.
 In 1968, a disgruntled Reuther withdrew the
 UAW from the AFL-CIO and formed an Alli-
 ance for Labor Action with the Teamsters (Gould
 and Hickok 1972; Barnard 1983). Among the
 estimated 2,000,000 black trade unionists,
 750,000 belonged to unions affiliated with the
 Alliance (Foner 1982).

 In an attempt to salvage some shred of credi-
 bility and prove that the unions could solve their
 internal problems, the AFL-CIO finally decided
 to tackle racism head on. Working with a civil
 rights organization the A. Philip Randolph
 Educational Fund the union's Civil Rights
 Department designed an Outreach Program to
 recruit minority workers into the construction
 industry and prepare them for the apprenticeship
 exams. From the union's standpoint, the Out-
 reach Program represented the solution to mi-
 nority exclusion from the skilled trades: "It in-
 cludes guarantees to the minority-group member
 of an avenue to higher-paying jobs and to the
 building trades member of maintaining the stan-
 dards of his craft" (Meany Archives, LRF, Box
 6, n.d.a).2 Funded in 1967 by the Department of
 Labor, the program was implemented in 68 cit-
 ies. By the end of 1969, 5,304 minority appren-
 tices were in the program - 2,910 of these in the
 targeted skilled trades controlled by the segre-
 gated unions. However, after two years, the num-
 ber of black apprentices in the Outreach program
 in the country was less than one-third of what
 civil rights leaders asked for Chicago.

 In his 1968 State of the Union address, Presi-
 dent Johnson made job training a major priority.
 In addition to Outreach, the federal government
 allocated more than $11 million to MDTA for
 apprentice-level on-the-job training programs
 (AFL-CIO 20 Jan. 1968). Under the joint spon-
 sorship of the Building and Trades Department
 and the Department of Civil Rights, programs
 like Outreach began operating in 23 other cities
 (AFL-CIO 3 Feb. 1968).

 Simultaneously, presidents of the 18 AFL-CIO
 building trades affiliates adopted their own "af-
 firmative action" plan to bring more minorities
 into apprentice training. The plan essentially
 meant cooperating with planned or ongoing pro-
 grams in 48 cities run jointly by the unions, the
 Department of Labor, and civil rights groups. In
 return for the building trades' cooperation, La-
 bor Secretary Willard Wirtz promised not to im-
 pose the Philadelphia Plan, a quota system for
 minority hiring that the unions vehemently op-
 posed (AFL-CIO 17 Feb. 1968).

 In spite of these cooperative efforts, as John-
 son stepped down from the presidency, relations
 between the skilled trades unions and the Demo-

 2 Full archival information for each citation from
 the George Meany Memorial Archives is listed under
 "Archival Sources" in the references list. In the text,
 "LRF" refers to Legislative Reference Files.
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 cratic party remained strained. Even as the John-

 son administration sought compromises that
 would allow unions to desegregate at their own

 pace, the state gained considerable leverage in

 union activities. As one construction union offi-
 cer complained, "In 1960 there were those who
 would have scoffed at the idea that federal gov-

 ernment coordinates would be overseeing and in
 a sense steering the apprentice programs" (NA,

 RG 174, Box 235,9 July 1965).
 In the 1968 election, the Democratic share

 of the votes dropped by 19 percentage points

 as more than one-quarter of the 1964 John-
 son vote shifted to Richard Nixon and George
 Wallace. In both the North and the South, "the

 occupational center of gravity of Wallace popu-
 lar support was clearly among white skilled work-

 ers" (Converse, Miller, Rusk, and Wolfe 1969,
 p. 1102; Ross, Vanneman, and Pettigrew 1976).

 Social democratic parties succeed when wage-
 workers build coalitions with white-collar work-

 ers, farmers, or other groups sharing some inter-
 ests. The black vote alone did not provide a ma-
 jority, but in a period when party identification
 was split between Democrats and Republicans,

 it had strategic importance. Instead of capitaliz-
 ing on this moment to form a social democratic
 coalition, organized labor split into two warring
 factions. In a period of labor ascendancy, race
 proved an intransigent barrier to coalition forma-
 tion. As a result of racial conflict and its reme-
 dies, the organized sector of the working class
 lost an opportunity to move toward a more social
 democratic state.

 UNDERMINING UNION AUTONOMY

 As the decade drew to a tumultuous close,
 public opinion on civil rights shifted from sup-
 port for demonstrators with just grievances
 to resentment and anger against rioters who
 seemed ungrateful for the benefits of the
 Great Society. On the issue of fair employ-
 ment, however, people now believed that job
 discrimination was unjust. In 1966, just 45
 percent of Americans favored the laws mak-
 ing employment discrimination illegal; by
 1968, 83 percent favored such laws (Burst-
 ein 1985, p. 57). In the ideological struggle
 over the definition of democratic rights, the
 civil rights movement had used social protest to
 convince the American people that justice meant
 equal opportunity.

 Attuned to the backlash, Richard Nixon repu-
 diated the Great Society's proposals for ending

 poverty. During the 1968 election, he played on
 the resentments created by the antipoverty pro-

 grams: "For the past five years we have been

 deluged by government programs for the unem-

 ployed, programs for the cities, programs for the

 poor, and we have reaped from these programs
 an ugly harvest of frustration, violence, and fail-
 ure across the land" (Harlan and Steinberg 1989,

 p. 60). Why, then, did he pursue integration of

 the job training programs at the outset?
 One factor was Nixon's desire to temper crit-

 icism from the civil rights movement over his

 opposition to school busing and his conservative
 nominations to the Supreme Court. In 1969, job

 protests in Chicago, Pittsburgh, and Seattle shut

 down construction projects and led to violent

 clashes between demonstrators and white con-
 struction workers (Meany Archives, LRF, Box
 6, 18 Mar. 1970). When the Department of La-
 bor held hearings in October, construction work-
 ers staged angry counter-demonstrations" (Meany
 Archives, LRF, Box 6, n.d.b). Nixon might owe
 little to blacks, 90 percent of whom voted for

 Humphrey, but he could not afford to ignore the

 threat of racial violence. Another concern was
 the inflationary wage-price spiral, which his ad-
 visors attributed to union wage increases. Inte-
 grating the construction unions provided the
 means to control wages and also locked his Dem-
 ocratic adversaries in combat while he "was lo-
 cated in the sweet and reasonable middle" (Erli-
 chman 1982, p. 269).

 The Philadelphia Plan

 On June 27, 1969, Secretary George Schulz an-
 nounced that government contracts in all major

 cities would fall under the Philadelphia Plan,
 which set a target range for minority hiring in

 construction unions and timetables for meeting
 it. The plan specified a percentage as a hiring goal

 that became a quota when it was implemented.
 The plumbers and pipefitters, for example, were
 given a minority goal ranging from 5 to 8 percent
 for 1970, escalating to 22 to 26 percent for 1973
 (Graham 1990, p. 327).

 The plan triggered vehement opposition from
 the AFL-CIO, especially from the building trades
 unions whose president was "100 percent op-
 posed to a quota system" (Meany Archives, LRF,
 Box 6, n.d.c). His vociferous protests reflected
 the importance of government contracts to the
 building trades. Over several decades, the build-
 ing trades unions had lost the majority of home-
 building to small, nonunion contractors; the bulk
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 of their work came from industrial, commercial,

 and government construction (Davis 1986). They
 feared that the loss of autonomy over hiring in

 federal contracts could set a precedent that pri-

 vate employers would adopt to reduce wage costs.

 As Meany astutely noted, using "the Building

 Trades as a whipping boy could be designed to

 give the Nixon Administration a few brownie

 points to off-set their shortcomings in the civil

 rights area as a whole" (Meany Archives, LRF,

 Box 6, n.d.b).

 The Philadelphia Plan also threatened the

 unions' autonomy over hiring. Under the plan,
 if a racial imbalance existed in the union mem-

 bership, the employer could by-pass the hiring

 hall and look elsewhere for workers. Thus, the

 union would lose control over a closely guarded
 prerogative (Meany Archives, LRF, Box 6, n.d.c).

 Yet the Philadelphia Plan worked: Through the

 early 1970s, the Philadelphia quota-setting scheme
 was implemented in cities throughout the coun-

 try. Minority representation in the skilled craft
 unions increased significantly during this period
 (Schutt 1987). In 1967, minorities accounted for
 less than 6 percent of all apprentices. In March
 1971, the Department of Labor expanded the scope
 of the Philadelphia Plan to cover the private con-
 struction projects of all federal contractors, which
 would include an estimated one-third to one-half

 of the U.S. labor force. By 1973, minorities were
 14 percent of all apprentices, and by 1979, they

 were 17.4 percent (Glover 1989). Minority males

 had reached parity with whites in apprenticeship
 training.

 The hiring practices of federal contractors

 also underwent an enormous shift. In 1966,
 the workforces of federal contractors were

 disproportionately white; by 1974, their work-
 forces had become disproportionately black
 (Jencks 1992, p. 57).

 The Philadelphia Plan was the first effec-
 tive use of affirmative action to implement
 civil rights legislation directing employers to
 guarantee equal employment opportunity. It
 was the culmination of prior attempts to reach

 this objective that, taken together, represented a
 deep structural transformation of the state.

 Expanding the Skilled Labor Pool

 In 1969, the Department -of Labor increased fund-
 ing for apprenticeship programs, intentionally
 expanding the labor pool in the skilled building
 trades and arousing the building trades' greatest
 fear. Legitimated by the ideological objective of

 advancing civil rights, programs expanding the
 construction workforce were clearly designed to

 undermine union control over entry to the trade
 (NA, RG 174, Box 2, 18 Apr. 1969). The ratio-

 nale for increasing the skilled labor pool in con-
 struction centered around two issues - the wage-
 price spiral and housing, which had also become
 a compelling civil rights issue.

 On March 17, 1970, President Nixon made a
 speech on crises facing the nation. Although the
 speech focused on how the nation could meet its
 anticipated housing needs, Nixon believed the
 blame lay on the shoulders of greedy construc-

 tion workers: America couldn't provide adequate

 housing, he argued, because the shortage of skilled

 labor had run up labor costs, leading to inordi-
 nately high wage settlements in the construction
 industry. Runaway inflation in construction costs
 resulted "in the urban and rural decay that breeds

 crime, ill health, joblessness, and despair." The
 solution to the labor shortage and thus to urban
 unrest, lay in moderating "severe increases in the
 cost of labor (by) increasing the labor supply to
 meet the increasing demand" (NA, RG 174, Box
 2, 7 May 1970). Nixon proposed increasing mi-
 nority access to the skilled labor market and en-
 couraging new technologies, such as off-site as-
 sembly of housing units, to reduce reliance on
 skilled labor (NA, RG 174, Box 2, 7 May 1970,
 p.6).

 Thus, in a single proposal, Nixon held skilled
 labor responsible for urban rioting, proposed
 methods for de-skilling labor and reducing union

 control over entry in the skilled crafts, and ad-
 dressed minority access to construction jobs (NA,
 RG 174, Box 2, 17 Mar. 1969, p. 1). The out-
 come, he declared, would be "an end to archaic
 regulation that hampers productivity, more dy-
 namic management, and most of all, more trained
 workers."

 Vocational training was one way to increase
 the labor supply in the building trades. Nixon
 authorized the Construction Industry Collec-
 tive Bargaining Commission to encourage lo-
 cal school districts to develop vocational educa-
 tion programs and to lobby unions and construc-
 tion contractors to accept these programs as par-
 tial fulfillment of requirements for entry to ap-
 prenticeships. He also commissioned the Depart-
 ment of Health, Education and Welfare to work
 with the states in developing vocational educa-
 tion programs in construction crafts and "to chan-
 nel these trained people into productive employ-
 ment" (NA, RG 174, Box 2,17 Mar. 1969, p. 4).
 These programs would be offered in areas of
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 high youth unemployment and to returning Viet-
 nam veterans - two important sources of re-

 serve labor.

 In addition to vocational education, Nixon di-

 rected the Department of Labor to expand enroll-

 ment in construction training programs by 50

 percent and to increase this pace over the follow-
 ing five years. He also commissioned Labor to

 study how apprenticeship programs could be
 improved. The initiative removed control over
 entry and quality evaluation from the unions and
 put it under federal jurisdiction.

 In implementing the president's agenda, the
 Department of Labor tackled several areas

 of craft autonomy. It planned to establish pro-
 grams to upgrade skills in states in which no
 formal apprenticeship programs existed - typ-
 ically nonunion states. It also initiated a pilot
 program for tracking information about jobs
 in the industry - a task previously under union

 control - that involved extensive intervention
 in union affairs (NA, RG 174, Box 2, n.d.a).
 Administrators planned to experiment with
 classroom and shop settings for training in
 construction skills instead of the on-the-job train-
 ing typical of union apprenticeships (NA, RG
 174, Box 2, n.d.b).

 All federal construction contracts had to in-
 clude a clause requiring the employment of train-
 ees, of whom 25 percent were to be in their first
 year of training. By defining eligible apprentic-
 es as individuals who received training through
 a federal or state training program and who were
 certified by the Manpower Administration, the
 regulation removed decisions about apprentices
 from union jurisdiction. Bidders also had to have
 a predetermined ratio of apprentices to journey-
 men (NA, RG 174, Box 2, 7 May 1970). Final-
 ly, the Department of Labor asked all state Em-
 ployment Security agencies to provide projec-

 tions of manpower requirements in the construc-
 tion industry to 1975 (NA, RG 174, Box 2, 1
 Apr. 1970). The resulting "Special Survey of
 Manpower Needs in the Construction Industry"
 predicted industry expansion of 21.9 percent plus
 exits of present workers due to retirement or
 death, and forecast 801,000 new construction
 jobs by 1975 (NA, RG 174, Box 2, 10 June
 1970). But the predicted labor shortage never
 materialized, and with new trainees flooding a
 recession-dampened market, by 1974 unemploy-
 ment among construction workers had skyrock-
 eted to 12.4 percent (Meany Archives, LRF, Box
 6, 10 Oct. 1974). Between 1968 and 1975, the
 nonunion share of the construction dollar rose

 from around 20 percent to nearly 40 percent

 (Burke 1979).
 In 1973, the Comprehensive Employment and

 Training Act (CETA) consolidated all the major

 training programs into a single administrative

 structure. Although CETA began modestly, by
 1979 its budget had grown to approximately $10

 billion and it enrolled over 3,000,000 participants

 annually. Unlike the training programs of the
 1960s, however, CETA no longer directed funds

 to the most disadvantaged - eligibility was open

 to anyone who had been unemployed at least one
 week (Harlan and Steinberg 1989). Thus, the

 Nixon administration was able to undermine

 autonomy in the building trades while redi-
 recting training programs so they no longer

 targeted poor black men.

 The Nixon administration's use of anti-union

 devices initiated during the Johnson administra-

 tion completed the dialectical transformation be-
 gun by the civil rights movement. This sequence
 of events spanning two political regimes high-
 lights the contradiction within the dialectic: The
 undemocratic practices that protected the skilled
 trade unions in their struggles with employers
 undermined the legitimacy of the unions' strug-
 gles with civil rights activists.

 CONCLUSION

 I have used elements from power resource theo-
 ry, mass turmoil theory, and the polity-centered
 approach to develop what I term "state transfor-
 mation" theory. State transformation theory is
 organized around the postulate that social move-
 ments can transform state structures. Shifting the
 focus from the social movement to the state re-
 veals deep structural changes in the state, such as

 new federal organizations, new policies to expand

 civil rights, new programs to implement these
 policies, and new weapons to intervene in work-
 er-employer relationships.

 Rather than viewing state and societal factors
 as components of competing theories, state trans-
 formation theory emphasizes the dialectical in-
 teraction between the state and societal factors.
 For example, civil rights demonstrations over job
 discrimination pushed federal officials to create
 and integrate job training programs. At the same
 time, however, state policies channeled social
 movement options. When the President issued
 an Executive Order banning discrimination in
 hiring in federally-supported construction, civil
 rights demonstrators took advantage of the legis-
 lation to picket federal construction sites.
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 State policies also shaped the definition of ideo-
 logical issues. While civil rights activists defined
 economic justice as free participation in the mar-
 ket, trade unionists defined it as freedom over
 decision making. State policies then narrowed the
 definition of economic justice to mean equal
 employment opportunity, and the struggle shift-
 ed to the territory of affirmative action.

 The dialectic was driven by the contradiction

 posed by cherished union prerogatives that dis-
 guised fundamentally undemocratic practices.
 This contradiction ultimately undermined skilled
 trade unionism as craft workers lost credibility
 both with the civil rights movement and with

 other trade unionists. The irony of the contradic-
 tion was that as the state gained the ability to
 intervene in union affairs, the unions lost the one
 privilege they sought to protect - autonomy in
 hiring.

 State transformation theory also helps explain
 why some state agencies are more permeable to
 influence from nonelites than others. Polity-cen-
 tered theorists contend that old line agencies with
 their "knowledgeable administrative organiza-
 tions" have greater capacity to pursue their ob-
 jectives than do less entrenched agencies. The
 Department of Labor and the Department of Jus-
 tice were old-line agencies with ties to the exist-
 ing power structure - employment services in
 the case of Labor and local FBI offices in the
 case of Justice. From a polity-centered perspec-
 tive, these links should increase their capacity
 and render them relatively impermeable to pres-
 sure from below. Both agencies responded to the
 civil rights movement's demands to integrate
 union membership, but Justice was more respon-
 sive than Labor because of its relative autonomy
 from the skilled trades unions that were the tar-
 get of social movement demands. Labor, by con-
 trast, was captured by its trade union constituen-
 cy. Thus, the evidence suggests that the perme-
 ability of state agencies to social movement de-
 mands depends on their autonomy from the tar-
 gets of social movement goals.

 Social movement theorists often take the ces-
 sation of social protest as an indication of social
 movement decline. According to McAdam
 (1982), for example, by 1970 the conservative
 backlash, state repression, and the inability of
 social protestors to organize focused campaigns
 effectively spelled the demise of the civil rights
 movement. Given the limited time frame consid-
 ered and the emphasis on movement activity, it
 is not surprising that conclusions about move-
 ment outcomes are often pessimistic.

 In state transformation theory, by contrast,

 structural and ideological change represent real

 gains, not merely the co-optation of social move-
 ment activists and goals. What gains did the civil

 rights movement achieve? In a narrow sense, it

 opened jobs in the construction industry to black
 men. More important, the struggle over construc-

 tion jobs established the precedents for affirma-
 tive action that eventually reduced racial inequal-
 ity. Affirmative action reduced wage differen-
 tials so that by the mid- 1970s black men earned
 more than two-thirds of white men's earnings

 and black women and white women drew even.

 Affirmative action programs also provided black
 college graduates with opportunities that previ-
 ously had eluded them. Before World War 11,73
 percent of college-educated blacks chose either
 the ministry or teaching, occupations serving pre-
 dominantly black constituencies: But by 1989,
 the number of blacks holding white-collar jobs
 increased by 522 percent (Edsall and Edsall 1991,
 pp. 246-S50).

 Equally important, the agenda of state agen-
 cies shifted from indifference or nonintervention
 regarding civil rights to support for civil rights
 objectives. This shift was part of the transforma-
 tion of the state. By the early 1970s, the courts
 and important federal bureaucracies and agen-
 cies were staffed with and in some instances were
 directed by idealistic civil rights supporters. The
 Supreme Court was packed with liberals whose
 rulings placed responsibility for enforcing civil
 rights on the Chief Executive; the Justice De-
 partment was staffed with liberal young lawyers
 (Edsall and Edsall 1991); Nixon's own appoin-
 tee to head the Department of Housing and
 Urban Development, George Romney, vig-
 orously pursued an open communities pro-
 gram to integrate white suburbs (Quadagno forth-
 coming). As Graham (1990) explained, "Despite
 the fragmenting of Black Power and ghetto riots
 and the election of Nixon, the civil rights constit-
 uency was emerging from the 1960s with a mo-
 mentum that increasingly was generated from
 within as well as outside the citadels of govern-
 ment" (p. 343). Social movement activists were
 incorporated in the state and their agenda be-
 came entrenched in state policy.

 State transformation theory does not imply an
 evolutionary progression, however. Affirmative
 action has initiated its own dialectic, a political
 backlash that threatens to halt the progress made
 and eliminate the programs underlying that
 progress (Starr 1992; Carter 1991; Steele 1990;
 Wilson 1990; Skocpol 1991). If the backlash be-
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 comes embedded in state policy -a process that

 has already begun - then this new dialectic may

 succeed in undoing much of the progress. In this

 wider sense, the state is the playing-field on which

 the never-ending battle between movement and

 countermovement forces is fought.

 JILL QUADAGNO is Professor of Sociology at Florida
 State University where she holds the Mildred and
 Claude Pepper Chair in Social Gerontology. Her most
 recent books include States, Labor Markets and the
 Future of Old Age Policy, co-edited with John Myles,

 and the forthcoming, Creating the Great Society: Ine-
 quality and Social Policy in the Turbulent 60s.
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